Vigna — design Mar tino Gamper, 201 1

The steel rod chair Vigna for Magis is Martino rectangular) with the same climbing swirl
Gamper’s first industrial design.
feature seen on the chair legs.
Like a climbing plant, the swirl of twisting rod
creates a structural feature support the chair
leg as well as being a decorative element.
The seat is in bi-injection-moulded plastic,
a technology that offers the possibility to
obtain a seat in numerous two-tone colour
combinations.
Alongside the chair, we also developed the
design for a number of tables: a round table
with a central column of twisted steel rods,
and two four-legged tables (one square, one
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Technical Sheet
Tables
Material: frame in steel rod, cataphoreticallytreated and painted in polyester powder. Top
in Werzalit. Suitable for outdoor use.

Magis logo is stamped on each product of our
collection vouching for their originality.

ø60

Frame: Purple Violet 5047
Top: White 9000

ø120
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Frame: Granite Grey 5072
Top: White 9000

80 × 80

Frame: White 5110
Top: White 9000
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120 × 80

Frame: Warm Grey 5117
Top: White 9000

The information included in this product sheet are based on the last data in our current
pricelist. Magis reserves the right to modify the products without notice.
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Designer

Mar tino Gamper
Martino Gamper started as an apprentice
with a furniture maker in Merano and later
went on to study sculpture at the Academy of
Fine Arts, Vienna and at the Royal College of
Art, London, where he now lives and works.
Working in both design and art venues,
Martino Gamper engages in a variety of
projects from exhibition design, interior
design, one-off commissions and the design
of mass-produced products for the cutting
edge of the international furniture industry,
such as Magis.
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